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Abstract

Here we wrote a short review on how time is related to the radius of
curvature of the universe and on how this unique hypothesis may explain
the paradoxes between quantum mechanics and general relativity. But
also we explain that a possible conjecture to explain that there almost
no antimatter in the universe is that the local radius of curvature of
antimatter is opposite to the local radius of curvature of matter and of
the universe.
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1 Introduction

I will make here a short review of our former articles on the FLRW cosmological

model and the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle; on the EPR paradox; on

the Higgs scalar field; and on the curvature of universe deduced from a former

article of Darias and Olivi-Tran [5]. This will lead the reader to a conclusion:

the local radius of curvature of space is opposite for matter and antimatter.
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2 A short review

If you read this manuscript, you may have access to all my papers concerning

the relation between time and the radius of curvature of the universe. First,

I made an attempt to solve the paradoxes between Quantum Mechanics and

General Relativity with the only hypothesis that time is a length and that

this length is related to the radius of curvature (locally or in absolute) of the

universe. With this sole hypothesis which has been demonstrated within the

FLRW cosmological model, I showed that

• Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle may be only an approximation [1]

• the EPR paradox is solved by the transient character of entangled states

[2]

• we may formulate a very simple form of the Higgs scalar field if we use

a potential which is a four dimensional finite box where two boundaries

are temporal: this Higgs scalar field gives mass to massless particles and

is a bosonic field [3]

• dark matter and dark energy have a temporal dimension thus a real

fourth dimension [4]

So the simple fact that we consider that our three dimensional universe is

embedded in a fourdimensional space leads to all the previous results.

Another of our previous published article [5], showed that spherical cups

placed on a sphere see their kinetic energy increase because of the straight

character of the instantaneous velocity vector (tangential to the sphere). In

fact, if you look at Fig. 4 in this article [5], you see that the resulting velocity

vector at the very moment of the interaction between two cups is oriented

from the center of the sphere towards the outside of the sphere. This means,

if we generalize this twodimensional calculation to a three dimensional hy-

persphere, that two particles interacting within the hypersphere will see their

velocity vector oriented outwards the sphere like if they tried to escape from

the threedimensional hypersphere.

A direct conclusion of this extrapolation from a two dimensional sphere

to a three dimensional sphere may that our universe (which is inflating) is

concave (positive curvature) and that its inflation is due to the interaction of

’particles’ at its surface.

Now let us imagine that we have a particle made of classical matter. The

previous reasoning make us think that the deformation of the hypersurface

of the universe is concave (the radius of curvature is directed outwards the

universe: positive curvature).
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Feynman several decades ago [6] , proposed that antimatter particles were

particles travelling back in time. This is fully consistent with my theory of

time being related to the radius of curvature (local or of the whole universe):

antimatter particles have the same mass as their associated matter particles

(see for that ref. where the mass given by the Higgs scalar field is a function

of T 2 where T is time and is related to the local curvature [3]). But the

deformation due to antimatter is locally convex. These facts explains:

• that a convex location (antiparticle) and a concave location (particle)

which interact will disappear both

• that a convex location (antiparticle) will have a very short life time be-

cause of the inflation of universe

I think that many representations of massive objects within our universe

lead to misunderstanding of this concave character of the deformation of the

surface of our universe.

3 Conclusion

As a conclusion, I shall say that antimatter deforms the universe inwards

(negative curvature) and matter outwards (positive curvature). A previous

calculation in two dimensions let us think that our universe is concave. But

the question whether the universe is open or closed remains; with a small own

preference for a closed universe (what would exist without an hypersurface?

the fourdimensional space; but can we mix both?).
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